Fancy Dog Leash Pouch Stitch Counts
Carol A. Brown
Designs are available in
.dst, .exp, .hus, .jef, .pes, .vip,
.vp3, and .xxx formats. Please
check your own hoop collection
to determine which design sizes
you can use. The pouches can
be made with or without the
lower zipper; see the instructions
for details. Finished sizes are
approximately 5 3/8” x 4 3/4” for
the small pouches and 7” x 5” for
the large pouches.
Fragments of the fill
patterns are shown in the image
at right, arranged in columns. When motifs are available in more than one size, the descriptions below tell how
many repeats of the motif occur in each row of the design. The numbers refer to the _small and _large designs,
respectively.
The design names listed below correspond to the designs displayed in my collection at AnnTheGran.com.
The actual file names include the number of motif repeats and the hoop size in millimeters. For example, the small
version of DP_cathedral_windows_A is named DP_CW_4_150x240. The _line designs are designated _1 and the
_wave designs _2.

Design
(_small or _large)
DP_bicyle_line
DP_bicycle_wave
DP_bone_line
DP_bone_wave
DP_cathedral_windows_A
DP_cathedral_windows_B
DP_hexagon_A
DP_hexagon_B
DP_plus_A
DP_plus_B
DP_shell_A
DP_shell_B
DP_octagon
DP_squares_A
DP_squares_B
DP_squares_C

Description
Bicycle motifs arranged in straight lines
Bicycle motifs arranged in a wave pattern
Bone motifs arranged in straight lines
Bone motifs arranged in a wave pattern
Cathedral windows motifs, 4 or 5 per row
Cathedral windows motifs, 5 or 6 per row
Hexagon motifs, 4 or 5 per row
Hexagon motifs, 5 or 6 per row
Plus sign motifs, 3 or 4 per row
Plus sign motifs, 4 or 5 per row
Shell motifs, 5 or 6 per row
Shell motifs, 6 or 7 per row
Octagon motifs, 5 or 7 per row
Square motifs set on point, 6 or 8 per row
Square motifs, 7 or 9 per row
Square motifs, 8 or 10 per row
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Stitch Counts
_small
_large
5.83” x 9.29”
7.72” x 10.08”
148 x 236 mm 196 x 256 mm
12,234
11,661
8,210
9,377
16,592
22,480
11,844
14,748
15,265
19,407
13,708
16,516
11,385
11,465
10,006
11,190

17,501
16,623
12,490
13,301
23,588
27,360
15,572
18,359
21,586
25,302
20,200
23,161
17,253
15,237
13,166
14,958

